Sunday Night Dart Class
I would like to introduce you to Dart Class. A weekly gathering of dart players
that provides practice, dart related discussion and accumulation of points that
results in a monetary payout. All levels of players are welcome. The game is
steel tip darts, but soft tip players are invited to improve their games as well.
Women are encouraged to play. If enough show, a woman's only bracket will
run, or they can join in with everybody else.
Every Sunday night @ Patterson Pub @ 7:00 sharp, we begin play. The format
is round robin. The normal game is 501, straight in, double out, best of 3
games. The second Sunday of the month we play Cricket and the 4th, we play
301 (di/do). Flip & diddle to see who starts first game, loser starts second
game, loser of original diddle has option on diddle for final game (if needed).
All participants pay $5 when they play. Points are accumulated and payouts are
given every 3 months to players having 100 points or more. The payout is $2
per point earned. The payout is helpful if you want to use for a tournament, but
it is your money to do with as you see fit. You can skip one payout if you would
like to accumulate a greater payout next time.
You get 1 point for showing up & paying. For every best 2 of 3 match that you
win, you also get a point. An overall winner gets the final point for having the
highest total for the night. A playoff will be held if there is a tie, or more than one
bracket.
Darts is the game that begins & ends with a handshake. Good sportsmanship is
required, or you will be asked to leave. Friendly competition is the rule of the
day. Please feel free to help out anybody having trouble with out shots & feel
free to discuss the options for different shots at various times.
The objective is to get in some good practice, accumulate points and talk darts.
If it is a slow night & only 4 to 6 players show up, a second round robin will be
held immediately following the first. The participants will decide on the game. A
$5 buy in is required by all playing second round.
All players are encouraged to win & lose with class.
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